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IT has long hecii con.sidered li\ many a tradition lia\in.i; almost
the force of law that a Catholic would never be elected president
of the I'nited States. This belief was so well established that many
erroneously thought that there was a legal or constitutional ob-
stacle. The present election has called forth a considerable number
of books discussing the i|uestion of whether being a Catholic shou'd
in any way distjualify a man for the jiresidency. The books on this
subject are uneven in quality but vary little in the material the\
discuss. Charles C. Marshall's book' is the first to be considered
being a continuation of the controversy he began in the .Atlantic
Monthly over this question. His book is moderate in tone and he
tries to be fair. He discus.ses chiefly froin historical and doctrinal
grounds the clashes in the past and the possible clashes in the
present and future of the Church and the state, emphasizing par-
ticularly the twilight zones which can neither be classified as wholl\
spiritual or wholly secular. He quote- chiefly Catholic authors in
support of his contentions.
Another such book is by Theodore Schroeder.- He speaks more
bluntly than Mr. Marshall bringing up the historical and the theo-
logical disputes, .\fter reading his book one feels that a great
many points concerning the questions of the relation of church and
state ought to be clarified.
Most books of this type seem to make a false impression on
the question of what is meant by the "temporal ])ower" of the
church. Much of the controversv over this referred to the States
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of the Church and at j)resent refer to their claims to this which is
now ItaHan territory rather than as often suijposed to sovereign
rights in other countries. The (|uestion as to tht- Church's right to
the Papal States in reality dates back to a time when this claim
was for centuries undisputed. Whether one would consider the
Pope's sovereignty as inherent in the office of the papacy or as a
mere personal union between the sovereign of the i)atrimony of St.
Peter and the supreme pontiff is purely academic. The discussions as
to the rights and wrongs of the Pope's quarrels with the sovereigns
of the middle ages such as King John of England or the Emperor
Frederic II and others, while they are important as furnishing
precedents it would be interesting if some student of church and
state politics would write a discussion of this question untireK from
the e\ents and documents of the present generation.
In the United States there has been considerable discussion in
the last few \ears of bringing religion into politics. The offenders,
however, have chiefly been from the Protestant side. And their
activity has been less to gain recognized sovereign rights than to
compel the state to accept and support their theological doctrines
with the force of law. The Catholic Church has gained much
sympathy in the last few )'ears from many of our liberals and it
would be interesting if some book could fully discuss the Catholic
relations with the state as compared with those of the various other
churches. These books under discussion although they may tend
to increase the controversy under discussion may help to clarify
and bring the issue to a head. The book we would like to see written
on this subject has, however, not yet apjjeared.
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chemistry, biology, psychology and sociology.
IS THE ONLY REVIEW that by means of enquiries among the most eminent scientists and
authors of all countries (On the philosophical principles of the various sciences; On the most funda-
mental astronomical and physical questions of current interest, and in particular on relativity: On
the contribution that the different countries have given to the development of various branches of
hnovledge; On the more important biological questions, and in particular on vitalism; On the social
question; On the great international questions raised by the World War), studies all the main prob-
lems discussed in intellectual circles all over the world, and represents at the same time the first
attempt at an international organization of philosophical and scientific progress.
IS THE ONLY REVIEIV that among its contributors can boast of the most illustrious men of
science in the whole world. A list of more than 350 of these is given in each number.
The articles are published in the language of their authors, and every number has a supplement con-
taining the French translation of all the articles that are not French. The review is thus com-
pletely accessible to those who know only French. (Write for a free copy to the General Secretary
of "Sdentia," Milan, sending 12 cents in stamps of your country, merely to cover packing and
postage.)
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SCIENCE PROGRESS owes its origin to an endeavor to found a scientific journal
containing original papers and summaries of the present state of knowleilge in all
branches of science. The necessity for such a journal is to be found in the fact that
with the specialization which necessarily accompanies the modern development of
scientific thought and work, it is increasingly difficult for even the professional man
of science to keep in touch with the trend of thought and the progress achieved in
subjects other than those in which his immediate interests lie. This difficulty is felt by
teachers and students in colleges and schools, and by the general educated public inter-
ested in scientific questions. SCIENCE PROGRESS claims to have filled this want.
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